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Objective: This article is the third in a 4-part series on
women’s health issues and nuclear medicine. After reading
this article the technologist should be able to: (a) state
potential risk factors for osteoporosis; (b) describe osteo-
porosis and its natural history; and (c) identify methods
for detecting normal and abnormal bone mineral density
results.
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Osteoporosis is recognized as one of the most serious problems
in public health, threatening 28 million Americans of whom
80% are women (1–6). Annually osteoporosis leads to 1.5
million fractures, including 300,000 hip fractures, 700,000
vertebral fractures and 250,000 wrist fractures, accounting for
$14 billion in health care costs (1–5). Approximately 50% of
women over 50 y of age have osteoporosis and will suffer an
osteoporosis-related fracture in their lifetime (3–5). The risk of
fracture in women due to osteoporosis is equal to the risk of
suffering a myocardial infarction and the risk of hip fracture
alone is equal to the combined risk of developing breast, uterine
and ovarian cancer (6,7). Osteoporosis is the primary cause of
hip fractures in women and 1 in 3 women will suffer a vertebral
fracture (3–6). Women who suffer hip fractures have a 20%
mortality rate after 1 y and 50% suffer from reduced functional
capacity (2–8). Currently there are no cures or preventive
measures for osteoporosis, but early detection and treatment
can delay the onset and severity of the disease.

BONE TISSUE

Osteoporosis is a systemic skeletal disease characterized by
low bone mass and micro-architectural deterioration of bone
tissue with a consequent increase in fragility and susceptibility
to fracture (1,2,7,9,10). Although it affects the whole skeleton,

some bones are more likely to fracture than others. The
development of osteoporosis occurs over a lifetime.

Bone tissue consists of several fibers including collagen, a pro-
tein that provides a soft framework. This collagen framework is
hardened with calcium, phosphorus and other minerals, which
add strength to the framework. The combination of these sub-
stances makes bones strong yet flexible towithstand stress (4,5).

Throughout a person’s lifetime bone tissue goes through a
process called remodeling. There are 2 functions that occur
during this process: formation, whereby new bone is added, and
resorption, whereby old bone is removed. There are 2 cell types
involved: osteoclasts, which break down bone, and osteoblasts,
which rebuild bone, as well as many hormones that are
responsible for balancing this process (4,5).

Formation occurs much faster than resorption during child-
hood and adolescence until peak bone mass (maximum bone
density and strength) is reached (4,5). Ninety-eight percent of
peak bone mass is reached by age 20 for boys and by age 18 for
girls (2,9,11). Approximately another 5% is added before age
28, when mineral acquisition is complete. After age 30, bone
resorption starts to exceed bone formation and bone mass
declines. Osteoporosis develops when bone resorption occurs
too quickly or if bone formation occurs too slowly.

RISK FACTORS

Certain risk factors have been linked with the likelihood of
developing osteoporosis, however, some individuals with osteo-
porosis will not present with any risk factors. Some risk factors
can be modified, while others cannot.

Two major risk factors for osteoporosis, which cannot be
modified, are gender and age (4,5,9). Women have a much
greater chance of developing osteoporosis than men. This is
because women tend to build less bone mass and the decline of
estrogen at menopause causes bones to break down more
rapidly. By age 65, some women have lost half their skeletal
mass (4). Other risk factors that cannot be modified include:
ethnic heritage, body size and family history. Risk factors that
can be modified include: a sedentary lifestyle, smoking, exces-
sive use of alcohol, use of certain medications, and diet.
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DETECTING OSTEOPOROSIS

Osteoporosis is sometimes referred to as the ‘‘silent disease’’
because bone loss occurs without symptoms (5). People may
not be aware they have osteoporosis until they suffer a fracture.
Bone densitometry (bone mass measurements) has become a
precise and accurate tool to assess risk of fracture, detect low
bone density before fractures occur, confirm a diagnosis of
osteoporosis after a fracture, predict chances for future frac-
tures, determine the rate of bone loss, and monitor treatment
(2,4,5,9). Bone mineral density at the site of measurement is the
best predictor of fracture risk for any bone (7,12). This is
important because the most common sites of fracture that occur
with osteoporosis are the vertebrae and femoral neck. Bone
densitometry is used most often to assess patients who are at
increased risk for osteoporosis. Examples of such patients
include women who are postmenopausal, women and men with
a medical or surgical disorder known to cause osteoporosis, and
individuals who have had atraumatic fractures before age 50
(2,7). It also can be used to monitor an individual’s response to
certain treatments.

Bone densitometry has experienced a rapid evolution over
the past 10 y (13,14). It can be performed with several
techniques including: single- or dual-energy absorptiometry,
conventional radiography, quantitative computerized tomogra-
phy, radiographic absorptiometry, and ultrasound (1,2,7,9). All
bone densitometry procedures, except ultrasound, use a radia-
tion source (x- or gamma ray) (2). These methods are based on
the principle that attenuation of x- and/or gamma rays is related
to the thickness and composition of tissue in its path (1,2,11).
Bone thickness is the dominant cause of attenuation at most
skeletal sites, however, some sites have a smaller variation in
soft-tissue thickness than others (1,2). Converting attenuation
values to equivalent mineral thickness and comparing these
values to population-based normal subjects determines bone
mineral density (2).

Conventional Radiography

Conventional radiography can detect decalcification of the
bone. Decalcification must be marked and osteopenia can be
detected only after a 20%–40% loss of bone mass has occurred
(2). Conventional radiography does not allow early diagnosis or
detection of small changes in bone density (2).

Quantitative Computerized Tomography

Quantitative computerized tomography is the only method
that can provide true bone density measurements (15). It can
distinguish between cortical and trabecular bone compartments
because transaxial images of the body can be acquired.
Volumetric measures (gm/cm3) of bone mineral density can be
obtained for the lumbar spine and peripheral bones, such as the
radius, ulna and tibia (2,7,16). However, quantitative computer-
ized tomography currently cannot provide measurements for
the femur and requires large doses of radiation (2,7,17).

Radiographic Absorptiometry

Radiographic absorptiometry has been used as an alternative
to dual-energy absorptiometry. A radiograph of the hand is
simultaneously obtained with a reference aluminum wedge
(2,18). The density of the wedge is compared to the densities of
the second, third and fourth fingers and bone mineral densities
are analyzed using a optical dosimeter and computer. It is
considered fast, inexpensive and involves low levels of radia-
tion, however, this technique can be inaccurate (2,18).

Ultrasound

Ultrasound is a mechanical wave, which measures the
broadband ultrasonic attenuation and velocity of sound across
bone (1,2,7). It determines not only mineral properties but also
structural properties of the bone (1,7). Ultrasound is considered
both fast and safe. There is no radiation dose to the patient.
Studies have shown good correlation with both dual-energy
absorptiometry and quantitative CT for determining bone
mineral density. The bone density correlation was not sufficient
to predict the risk of fracture in the spine and femur in
individual subjects (7,19,20). Most measurements are per-
formed on the calcaneus and the results may vary depending on
the position of the foot. This results in poor reproducibility and
eliminates its use for assessment in response to treatment (2).

Single- and Dual-Energy Absorptiometry

Photon or x-ray absorptiometry uses a beam or beams of
energy that scan the area of interest opposite a detector. Earlier
instruments included a single source of energy (single-energy
absorptiometry) and could be used only for peripheral sites,
such as the forearm which has only a small variation in tissue
thickness. Newer absorptiometry techniques involve 2 beams of
distinct energy (dual-energy absorptiometry), which allows the
correction of soft-tissue attenuation. This allows scanning of
both peripheral (forearm) and axial (hip and spine) sites (2,13).

Single-energy absorptiometry used a radioactive source of125I,
which has an energy of 29 keV (21). The low energy prevented
this method from being useful in larger areas, such as the spine
and femur. The first dual-energy techniques introduced used a
radioactive source of153Gd (1,7,13,21). Gadolinium-153 yields
energies of 44 keV and 100 keV, which creates dual beams for
acquisition. This dual-energy technique allows accurate measure-
ments at larger bone sites. These devices were placed in nuclear
medicine laboratories because of the radioactive sources.

X-ray absorptiometry, which uses 2 x-ray energy windows,
was introduced later. Both the single- and dual-energy system
yield a precision error as low as 1% and some x-ray systems
have errors as low as 0.5% (21). Radiation exposure is very low
for both systems, however, scanning time is less for the x-ray
system, allowing faster patient throughput. Another advantage
of the x-ray systems is the photon flux remains consistent,
whereas the systems using radioactive sources decay over time
and require replacement (13,21). Although some153Gd systems
still may exist, the majority of scanners now are x-ray systems.
This procedure, however, still resides in a large number of
nuclear medicine laboratories throughout the country.
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Dual-energy absorptiometry is the method of choice for bone
mineral density measurements (1,2,7,13,21). Results are highly
reproducible and accurate and this technique can be used to
measure both peripheral and axial sites.

ACQUIRING AND PROCESSING DUAL-ENERGY
ABSORPTIOMETRY

Dual-energy absorptiometry is easy to perform. No special
patient preparation is required. The patient should be instructed

to remove any metallic items that may be in the scan path,
including any articles of clothing that have metallic items
attached such as metal zippers and buttons. It is also important
to inquire whether the patient has had a recent gastrointestinal
study involving barium because this may interfere with imaging
results.

To acquire images of the lumbar spine, the patient is placed
supine on the imaging table and a cushion is placed under the
legs to elevate the lower extremities, separate the lumbar

FIGURE 1. Example of a normal dual-energy absorptiometry study of the lumbar spine. This study was performed on a dual x-ray
absorptiometry instrument (DPX system; Lunar, Madison, WI).
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regions, and press the pelvis and lumbar regions flat against the
imaging table. It is important to ensure that the patient is
straight and instruct the patient not to move during imaging. In
a rectilinear fashion, images are acquired from L1 to L5.

Imaging also may be performed on the femur similar to the
spine. The patient lays supine on the table, the legs are straight
and a brace is placed on the foot to straighten out the leg and
rotate the femoral neck in an outward position. An image is
acquired from the mid to lower pelvis bone to just below the

femoral head. On completion of imaging, computer processing
is performed to calculate bone mineral density results.

Processing of bone mineral densities is easy to perform and
can vary slightly from system to system. Processing of thelumbar
spine involves applying an edge detection algorithm to find the
bone edges. The total projected area of bone can be derived by
summing the pixels within the bone edges (Fig. 1). The re-
ported values of the bone mineral density are calculated as mean
bone mineral density over all of the pixels of identified bone (1).

FIGURE 2. Example of a normal dual-energy absorptiometry study of the femur. This study was performed on a dual x-ray absorptiometry
instrument (DPX system; Lunar, Madison, WI).
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Processing of the femur involves determining several regions
of interest, including the femoral neck, trochanter, intertrochan-
teric and Ward’s triangle (area in the center of the femoral neck)
(Fig. 2). Bone mineral densities are calculated for each of the
regions and the total hip bone mineral density is the weighted
mean for the femoral neck, trochanter and intertrochanteric
sites (1).

INTERPRETING DUAL-ENERGY ABSORPTIOMETRY

Dual-energy absorptiometry measurements of bone mineral
density generally are expressed as absolute values of mass of
bone mineral per unit projected area (g/cm2) over the region of
interest included in the analysis box (1,2,7,22). These measure-
ments follow a Gaussian distribution and can be defined in
terms of mean and SD. The normal range for bone mineral
density can be expressed as the normal population62 SDs (2).
These values also can be specified as particular to age popula-
tion (Z-score) or to healthy young adults (T-score) (1,2,7,22).

In 1994 the World Health Organization (WHO) reviewed
worldwide data on bone density testing and the risk of fracture
in a report titled, ‘‘Assessment of Fracture Risk and its
Application to Screening for Postmenopausal Osteoporosis’’
(23). This report indicated that it would be more appropriate to
report bone density values in relation to the peak mean of young
normal controls (T-scores) rather than to age-matched controls
(Z-Scores). WHO defines bone mineral density values as
follows: T-score%1.0 SD as normal,,1.0–2.5 SD as osteope-
nia (low bone mass) and, 2.5 SD as osteoporosis.

T scores and Z scores sometimes can present problems
because they are not widely understood. An alternative is to
present values as a percentage of the mean values for either a
young adult or age-matched population (22). Reporting in this
manner does not take into account the range of values present in
the population and has no implications in terms of fracture risk.

It is important to remember that bone density values may
vary slightly between systems. If a patient is being followed for
treatment, it is important to repeat the bone densitometry study
on the same system to prevent measurements that show false
improvements.

CONCLUSION

Osteoporosis is considered one of the largest public health
problems today. Osteoporosis-related fractures account for
more than $14 million in health care costs annually. Bone
densitometry has established an important role in diagnosing
and treating osteoporosis. It is a precise and accurate tool to
assess the risk of fracture, determine a diagnosis of osteoporosis
after a fracture, determine low bone mass before a fracture, and
measure bone mass in response to treatment.

Dual-energy absorptiometry is the most reliable and accurate
method to measure bone mineral density. It remains one of the

most commonly ordered procedures in nuclear medicine today.
It is easy to perform and standardization of interpretation
methods makes the procedure results easy for referring physi-
cians to interpret.
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